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workers. However, some existing complex event processing
systems, such as SASE [4] and Cayuga [5], assume that
data is precise and certain, or it has been cleansed before
processing. They can’t detect probabilistic complex events
from uncertain event streams well. Lahar [6] system can
process RFID data with uncertainty, but it mainly focus
on the probabilistic data model and related queries, and it
doesn’t support negation operators well.
As a result, we deﬁne a probabilistic event model and
describe a probabilistic event detection model with negation operators. And we use Conditional Probability Matrix
(CPM) to calculate the probability of target complex events.
A Probabilistic Complex Event Detection Algorithm with
Negation operators (PCED-N) based on rNFA structure is
proposed in this paper.

Abstract—With the widely used sensor devices in many
CPS applications, tremendous amounts of uncertain events
are produced, which are too simple to be directly used. So
Complex Event Processing (CEP) is introduced to get the
complex and meaningful information based on event patterns
or rules from the uncertain raw data. Meanwhile, the negation
operator for event processing is common and useful in CPS
applications, so it is necessary to study the probabilistic event
processing method with negation operators. In this paper,
we take the mixed-model assembly line as an example for a
CPS application. We describe a probabilistic event model and
present Conditional Probability Matrix (CPM) to calculate the
probability of target complex events. A probabilistic complex
event detection algorithm with negation operators (PCEDN) with rNFA structure based on SASE is proposed. The
experimental results show that our proposed method is efﬁcient
to detect complex events over probabilistic event streams with
negation operators and it is sensitive to the pattern lengths.
Keywords-Cyber Physical Systems; Probabilistic Complex
Event Processing; Negation Operators; Mixed-model Assembly
Lines





I. I NTRODUCTION
Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) are controlled complex
technical systems like modern automobiles, aircrafts, power
grids, production lines, the internet of things, and so on.
They exist as complex physical systems in the “real world”
with their behavior determined by physical and technical
rules and embedded in a physical environment [1]. The cyber
systems take the information from the physical systems with
the form of events [2]. Because sensor devices are widely
used in many CPS applications, tremendous amounts of
events are produced. However, the events generated from
sensor devices are too simple to be directly used, so we
pay more attention to complex information that we can get
from the simple events. Complex Event Processing (CEP)
[3] is introduced to process huge primitive events based on
event patterns or rules to detect the complex and meaningful
information from them.
Besides, the raw data from the physical world is of high
level of uncertainty because of the inherent inaccuracy of
sensor readings. The uncertainty refers to the readings which
cannot be determinately eliminated by cleansing rules due to
their essence, such as the possibility in producing the same
product up to standard in the same operation by different
978-1-4673-9200-6/15 $31.00 © 2015 IEEE
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Figure 1.

  

A Simple Scenario in Mixed-model Assembly Lines.

In this paper, we take production lines as examples for
a CPS application and illustrate our ideas through a simple
scenario in the product manufacturing process showed in
Figure 1. In mixed-model assembly lines, different types of
products are assembled in the same production line at the
same time with different parts. After ﬁnishing all operations
in a certain workstation, the product will transform to
another workstation for further operations. But they need
different operations at the same workstation. For example, a
product needs to take operation A and operation C without
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operation B between them, while another product is designed
to take three operations A, B and C sequentially in a period
of time. It is necessary to monitor the operations sequentially
taken for producing the right products. At the same time, in
order to ensure the product quality, we monitor the quality
of the Working in Process (WIP) when every operation is
ﬁnished. We use CEP for fast and effective recognition.
Because every worker has a certain probability to produce a
qualiﬁed product, the event generated from this scenario is
uncertain. If the probability of a complex event is less than
the threshold, an alarm is made by the system.
The outline of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II analyzes the related work. In Section III, we present a
probabilistic event model. A probabilistic event detection
model with negation operator is proposed in Section IV. The
performance evaluation of our proposed method is described
in Section V. Finally, the conclusion is in Section VI.

Our probabilistic event model consists of uncertain event
model and rules. An uncertain event is directly detected
by sensor devices and can be denoted by a tuple EP =
 id, eventType, timestamp, {attributes}, {Probability, (0,
1)} , where id denotes the unique identiﬁer of the event,
eventType is the type of the event, timestamp denotes the
occurrence time of the event, {attributes} represents a set
of attributes of the event, composing name and value for an
attribute. Especially, Probability with the value between 0
and 1 means the occurrence probability of the event.
For example, an event in the example scenario mentioned
above represented as e =  1 , “Operation A”, “2015-06-05
11:03:20”, {Workstation, 2}, {WorkerID, 3}, {ProductID ,
1010}, {probability, 90%} , which is a probabilistic event
that indicates a worker with Number 3 takes Operation A in
the second workstation for the product with Number 1010
at the time 2015-06-05 11:03:20, and the probability of
qualiﬁed operation is 90%.
An uncertain complex event is composed by events from
the uncertain event streams, which can be represented as
CEP =  E, R, TS , Pr, where E represents the events that
compose the complex event, R represents the rule of the
combination, TS represents the time span of the complex
event. We deﬁne Pr the probability that the complex event
occurs. It can be considered as the reliability of the pattern
query during the corresponding the time interval TS and
calculated in the complex event matching process.
Complex events are processed according to rules. The rule
formulation is deﬁned with event language. In this paper
we use a declarative pattern matching language proposed
in SASE [16]. A complex event query is deﬁned using the
syntax as follows:
[FROM  input stream ]
PATTERN pattern structure
[WHERE  pattern matching condition ]
[WITHIN  sliding window ]
[HAVING]  pattern ﬁltering condition 
[RETURN  output speciﬁcation ]
The FROM clause speciﬁes the input stream we used,
if this clause is omitted, the default stream is used as
input stream. The PATTERN clause declares the structure
of a pattern to be matched against the input stream. The
WHERE clause contains attribute-based predicates to restrain the relevant events deﬁned in the pattern. The WITHIN
clause speciﬁes a sliding window over the pattern, deﬁning
the constraints that a complex event should occur. After
PATTERN, WHERE and WITHIN generate pattern matches,
the HAVING clause further ﬁlters each pattern match by
applying predicates on the constituent events. A pattern
match that satisﬁes the HAVING predicate is retained for
output. Finally, the RETURN clause transforms each pattern
match into a result event.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Complex event processing is used widely to ﬁnd interesting or unusual events to users in CPS applications from
different ﬁelds. Wang et al. [7] devised RFID application
logic into complex events and developed an RFID event detection engine to process complex RFID events with the use
of pseudo events. The paper [8] demonstrated how complex
event processing and reactive rules allow the description of
CPS behavior on the event and action level and integration
of control into federated simulations. In the paper of [9]
proposed a CEP framework to model surgical events and
critical situations in an RFID-enabled hospital and implemented a prototype system for surgical management. The
authors in [10] proposed a Cyber-Physical Social System
architecture for energy management with Twitter integration
based on CEP. Especially, CEP is also applied to monitor
the status of production lines for effective production [11]
[12]. But recent studies mainly discuss the framework of
applying CEP to manufacturing scenarios instead of the
speciﬁc method of event detection.
Some works have been carried out to study the uncertainty
for CEP based on NFA. A high performance complex event
processing method is proposed with Nondeterministic Finite Automaton and Active Instance Stacks over distributed
probabilistic event streams in [13]. In the paper of [14], the
authors proposed an optimized method with DFA automaton
and matching tree to detect complex events against uncertain
raw input data stream. However, they doesn’t suit to detect
events with negation operators in patterns. The paper [15]
proposed a complex event processing system named SASE+,
which support Kleene closure and negation operators over
precise streams. But it doesn’t support for uncertain event
streams. So in this paper, we study the probabilistic event
processing method with negation operators in CPS applications on the basis of SASE.
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the pattern component (A) or the starting condition of a run,
we create a new run R1 in the run buffer and add event a1
to R1 . At the same time, we record the current state of R1
is “1” state according to the NFA structure. And then, only
if a new coming event can match the pattern component (A,
B) in the existing runs, it is added to the relevant run, like
b3 . When event a4 is coming to satisfy the starting condition
of a run, we create a new run R2 in the run buffer. When
event d7 comes, R1 and R2 become accepting runs which
means (a1 , b3 , d7 ) and (a4 , b6 , d7 ) are the matched complex
events.
However, if the pattern structure for event detection
contains the negation operator, which is labelled as “!”,
we should model the subsequence without negation ﬁrst.
For example, if the required pattern is SEQ (A, B, !C,
D), we create the rNFA structure for subsequence type (A,
B, D), detect the matched complex event and store the
intermediate results in a run of rNFA. When the subsequence
has matched, we consider the negative part ignored before.
That is, we check whether a C event has occurred in the
timespan of the complex event in the related run of rNFA.
It is worth noting that there are three scenarios about
the timespan of complex events [16]: (1) for a sequence of
SEQ (A, !B, C), the timespan is deﬁned as (A.timestamp,
C.timestamp); (2) for SEQ (!A, B, C), the window size T
and the timestamp of a C event are used to set the time
interval to be (C.timestamp - T, C.timestamp); and (3) SEQ
(A, B, !C) represents that a C event is not allowed to follow
event A and B with the window size T, so the timespan is
deﬁned to be (A.timestamp, A.timestamp + T).




Figure 2.

















Example of rNFA Structure.

IV. P ROBABILISTIC E VENT P ROCESSING WITH
N EGATION O PERATORS
In this section, we introduce our method for probabilistic
event processing with negation operators. We propose an
event detection model named rNFA that can support negative
operators ﬁrst. And then we show a probability calculation
model and a probabilistic event detection algorithm to match
the pattern with negation operators from uncertain event
streams.
A. Event Detection Model
SEQ event detection is the main part of the CEP engine.
The ﬁxed data structure such as ﬁnite automata, tree, graph
and Petri net [7] [17] [18] are used to represent the structure
of the event pattern for event detection. In this paper, we
focus on the SEQ event processing for an event stream based
on Nondeterministic Finite Automata (NFA) [19]. Besides,
other data structure is needed in order to record the event
detection process. So we propose the rNFA structure which
is NFA combined with run buffers.
Formally, a rNFA structure is represented as A = (Q, E,
R, δ, q1 , F), where Q denotes a set of states, E is a set of
directed edges, R denotes a set of runs used, δ means the
value vector, which consists of the inherent attributes of a
run, such as probability and timespan. Meanwhile, q1 is the
start state and F is the ﬁnal state. The runs of rNFA are
used to record the events that have partial matching result
for the target event pattern. Those runs are stored in the run
buffer. Moreover, an accepting run is a run that has reached
the ﬁnal state.
The rNFA for SEQ (A, B, D) is illustrated in Figure 2.
We can see that the event detection is started at the “0” state
of the NFA and it enters the next “1” state when event A
is coming. When a relevant event B is scanned, it goes to
“2” state. If the “3” state of the NFA is entered after event
D comes, the detection enters the ﬁnal state which means
that the required complex SEQ event is detected. At the same
time, we create a set of runs such as R1 , R2 and R3 to record
the valid events that have been detected for the target event
pattern. Speciﬁcally, when event a1 comes and it can match

B. Probability Calculation Model
The complex event detected from uncertain input stream
is also uncertain. When negation operators exist in a pattern
for uncertain CEP, a new probability calculation model is
needed to express the probability of the complex event.
Based on rNFA structure, we ignore the negation part and
ﬁnd that some of the primitive events have Markov property
when calculating SEQ events. That is to say, the probability
of the next event in the sequence is only related to the
current event but has nothing to do with the previous events.
The probability of the sequence with Markovian events can
be calculated by the multiplication theorem of probability
[20]. In the example mentioned above, some operations are
not designed for a product at a workstation, and they are
negation parts in event detection. For the product quality,
the ﬁnal quality is related with all the ﬁnished operations.
So the probability with negation operators in mixed model
assembly lines doesn’t consider the negation part. Therefore,
we can calculate the probability of an SEQ event with
negation operators as follows.
For an SEQ event E = SEQ (e1 , e2 , . . . , en ), the input
stream is partitioned into set S and set N, where set N
contains the primitive events with negation operators and
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set S contains one or more Markov chains for positive
subsequence. The probability of event E is represented as
follows:

P r(E) =


Si ∈S

Algorithm 1 Probabilistic Complex Event Detection Algorithm with Negation Operators (PCED-N)
Input: Uncertain Event Stream s, Complex Event Query q.
Output: Complex Event Set CE.
1: initialization and build NFA by subsequence of Query q
without negation operators; label the negation state NS;
2: initialize the set of runs: activeRuns and negationRuns;
3: for all instance e in uncertain event stream s do
4:
if e belongs to the negation part then
5:
indexNegationForRun(e);
6:
else if e triggers the start state of NFA then
7:
createNewRunForNegation(e);
8:
else if e triggers the state transition of NFA then
9:
for all run r in the run set activeRuns do
10:
evaluateEventToRunForNegation(e,r);
11:
if run r is an accepting run then
12:
if NS.timestamp is not in r.timespan then
13:
outputMatchForNegation(r);
14:
delete run r from the run set activeRuns
15:
else discard event e
16: end

|Si |−1

(P r(ei1 )



P r(em+1 |em ))

(1)

m=1

where ei1 means the ﬁrst event in the Markov chain Si
that is in set S, and P r(em+1 |em ) denotes the conditional
probability of the events in the Markov chain.
Because the qualiﬁed rate of products differs by workers and operations in manufacturing lines, we introduce
Conditional Probability Matrix (CPM) to describe the dependence of probability between the current event and the
previous. Assuming that there are m workers assigned to
take Operation k and n workers for Operation k+1. The
matrix M = (pij )m×n ( i ∈ [0, m), j ∈ [0, n) ) saves
the conditional probability from Operation k to the next
operation and pij means the conditional probability when
the (j+1)th worker ﬁnished Operation k before the (i+1)th
worker ﬁnished the next operation.
For example, the matrix M below saves the conditional
probability matrix from Operation A to Operation B. So if
Operation A is taken by worker 2 and the Operation B is
ﬁnished by worker 1, the conditional probability chose for
probability calculation is 0.85.
⎤
⎡
0.90 0.87
M = ⎣ 0.85 0.88 ⎦
0.78 0.95

with the probability of e. The function evaluateEventToRunForNegation(e,r) is used to evaluate whether event e belongs
to the run r. If event e is selected for run r, we add event
e to run r and calculate the probability of the current run r.
Finally, the function outputMatchForNegation(r) outputs the
matched complex event with the probability of the current
run r.
To explain our method well, Figure 3 is used to show our
algorithm for SEQ (A, B, !C, D) in the example. That is
to say, we want to retrieve the complex event that means
Operation A, B and D in the same workstation for the same
product should be operated sequentially without Operation
C between Operation B and D within 10 units. When the
event stream comes, event a1 triggers the start state of the
NFA structure described in Figure 3. So we add a1 to the
new run R1 and set the probability of R1 to be 0.95. Because
event d2 doesn’t satisfy the condition of state transition of
the NFA, it will be discarded. And event b3 triggers the
NFA to transfer from “1” state to “2” state. Then we check
the predicate, that is, compare b3 and a1 with the value of
workstation and product, and we ﬁnd they are the same. So
b3 is added to R1 and the probability of R1 is updated by
0.95 × 0.78. Similarly, a4 is added to a new run R2 and b6
is added to R2 . Because event c5 is the negation part, so add
c5 to a list for negation. When event d7 arrives, it triggers
the NFA to transfer from “2” state to “3” state. But it just
satisﬁes the predicate for R1 . We add d7 to R1 rather than
R2 . The probability of R1 is updated to 0.95 × 0.78 × 0.85.
R1 is an accepting run and we check whether there is a
negation event C appeared in the timespan of [3, 7]. We can

However, the probability distribution and the CPM are
obtained through the statistics or machine learning from
historical event streams. Thus, it should be updated in a
period of time.
C. Probabilistic Complex Event Detection Algorithm with
Negation Operators
On the basis of the existing stream processing engine
SASE, we propose a novel probabilistic complex event
processing method based on rNFA to detect the pattern with
negation operators from a probabilistic event stream. The
basic idea of our method is that we ignore the negation part
and deal with the positive subsequence with rNFA model.
When any event is selected to add a related run, we calculate
the probability of the current run. If the run is an accepting
run, we check whether the negation part is appeared in the
timespan of the run. If the negation part does not occur, a
complex event is detected with the calculated probability.
This algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
As described in Algorithm 1, the function indexNegationForRun(e) is used to store the negative event e for further
judgement. We use createNewRunForNegation(e) to create
a new run r which is in activeRuns and add event e to the
run r. At the same time, we initialize the probability of r
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Number of workstations
Number of products in processing
Number of workers per operation
Number of event types (operations)
Range of probability
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2
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5
6
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Figure 3.
Example of Probabilistic Event Detection Algorithm with
Negation Operators.

Figure 4.

see that c5 is occurred at timestamp of 5, but the value of
workstation is not the same as that of the run R1 . Thus, (a1 ,
b3 , d7 ) is a match that satisﬁes the pattern, so we output R1
for a matched complex event (a1 , b3 , d7 ) with the probability
of 0.630.

Queries for Experiments.

with 6 event types(operations) and ten kinds of products are
produced in the same manufacturing line, which has two
workstations with ﬁve workers on each operation. Noting
that the range of probability in producing qualiﬁed product
is set to be [80%, 99%] for the quality monitoring in the
real application.
We check three kinds of patterns in our experiment.
Figure 4 gives the three queries. They describe the different
positions for the negation operator. The queries aim to ﬁnd
the target patterns and output all the possible sequences with
corresponding probability to each complex event. TIMEWINDOW can be varied to evaluate different sizes of the
time window.

V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we perform a series of experiments based
on the application scenario mentioned above in our prototype
system and present a detailed performance analysis of our
method. We use throughput to evaluate the performance of
the proposed approach. The throughput deﬁnes the number
of events processed for a second by the system. In order
to get a constant performance, we repeat 20 times for the
average value.

B. Experimental Results

A. Experimental Setup

In this subsection, we evaluate performance of the proposed approach with the throughput of the system and
analyze the sensitivity of necessary parameters such as the
position of the negation operator and the length of the
pattern.
1) Evaluation by Different Negation Operator Positions:
In this experiment, we investigate the sensitivity of positions
of the negation operator to our algorithm. We deploy three
queries in Figure 4 to evaluate the throughput of PCEDN algorithm. By varying the window size, the experimental
result is shown in Figure 5.

The experiment is run on Microsoft Windows 7 operating
systems, Intel i7-4510U 2.0GHz and 2.6GHz CPU processor, 8GB memory, and the prototype system is implemented
with Java. The JVM maximum allocation pool size is
1GB. To test the proposed method, we implement an event
generator to create a synthetic stream of probabilistic events
through the parameters shown in Table I.
In real applications, data is collected from different sensor
devices and then fused to a single stream. In our experiment,
we assume that there are 100000 events in the event stream
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(a) Throughput for the Middle Negation Operator.
Throughput over Different Negation Operator Positions.
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Figure 5.

From the ﬁgure, we can see that as the growing of the
time window, the throughput decreases for the three patterns.
That is to say, longer window size will reduce the ability of
processing. However, the throughput of the three patterns
differs not much for the same window size. So we can
conclude that the position of the negation operator has less
effect on the PCED-N algorithm.
2) Evaluation by Different Pattern Lengths: We take the
experiment to study the sensitivity of pattern length to our
algorithm. Figure 6 describe the experimental results about
the throughput of different negation position with different
pattern lengths as window size changing. We observe that
the throughput of the pattern with four operands differs
little when the negation operator in different positions. This
validates the analysis of the previous experiment. So we
consider Figure 6(a) as a representative.
Figure 6(a) shows the throughput over different pattern
lengths for the middle negation operator. We can obtain
that the trend of throughput for the two pattern lengths has
dropped for the three negation operator positions when the
window size increases. But pattern (A, !B, C, D) with four
operands has higher performance than pattern (A, !B, C)
with three operands when the window size is less than 30.
While the window size is increased over 30, there is little
difference between the two pattern lengths.
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(b) Throughput for the Left Negation Operator.
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(c) Throughput for the Right Negation Operator.
Figure 6.

Throughput over Different Pattern Lengths.

VI. C ONCLUSION
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